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Abstract: The inevitability of the relationship between big data and distributed systems is indicated
by the fact that data characteristics cannot be easily handled by a standalone centric approach.
Among the different concepts of distributed systems, the CAP theorem (Consistency, Availability, and
Partition Tolerant) points out the prominent use of the eventual consistency property in distributed
systems. This has prompted the need for other, different types of databases beyond SQL (Structured
Query Language) that have properties of scalability and availability. NoSQL (Not-Only SQL)
databases, mostly with the BASE (Basically Available, Soft State, and Eventual consistency), are
gaining ground in the big data era, while SQL databases are left trying to keep up with this paradigm
shift. However, none of these databases are perfect, as there is no model that fits all requirements
of data-intensive systems. Polyglot persistence, i.e., using different databases as appropriate for
the different components within a single system, is becoming prevalent in data-intensive big data
systems, as they are distributed and parallel by nature. This paper reflects the characteristics of
these databases from a conceptual point of view and describes a potential solution for a distributed
system—the adoption of polyglot persistence in data-intensive systems in the big data era.
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1. Introduction

Big data has passed beyond its teenage years. According to MGI [1] “Big data refers to datasets
whose size is beyond the ability of typical database software tools to capture, store, manage, and
analyze”. For handling data management in the digital universe [2], the characteristics of the first 3 Vs
(Volume, Variety, and Velocity) of big data are regarded as the biggest challenges. Before the age of big
data, SQL data stores were the perfect standard for centralized systems. However, big data require
scale-out horizontality for the purpose of scalability, which is in stark contrast with Structured Query
Language’s (SQL’s) inability to scale out well, i.e., shrinking or stretching resources as required. Huge
volume requires scalability, whereas variety requires that handling different types of data structures.
Data access velocity requires low latency and high throughput. Moreover, these types change in
different application systems from time to time. Data sources must provide veracity assurance in order
to retrieve data reliably for business processes (data insight). These big data characteristics impose the
necessity of using different kinds of SQL and Not-Only SQL (NoSQL) databases in a big data universe.

Emerging big data challenges have been predicted from different perspectives since the early days
of big data. The earliest predicted challenges included those of big data integration for unorganized,
real-world, sometimes schemaless, complex multidisciplinary databases, completeness and consistency
of integrated data, and the dire need for a non-SQL query. The need to handle the unbelievable
hugeness of the information in terms of scale, scope, distribution, heterogeneity, and supporting
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technologies has likewise been predicted [3]. Some components of the ACID (Atomicity, Consistency,
Isolation, Durability) properties guaranteed by SQL databases need to be compromised in order to
achieve better availability and scalability in the distributed system [4]. The relational data model
can no longer efficiently handle all the current needs for analysis of large and often unstructured
datasets. NoSQL (“Not only SQL”) databases with BASE (Basically Available, Soft State, and Eventual
consistency) characteristics have emerged to fill this gap.

The CAP (Consistency, Availability, Partition Tolerant) conjecture [5] explains why SQL is not
sufficient for a distributed system. Since the ACID characteristics are difficult to fulfill in a distributed
manner, many researchers are considering new types of database systems with relaxed characteristics
for implementation in distributed systems. The CAP conjecture is theoretically proven in [6]. It is
assumed that it is impossible to implement all three properties—consistency, availability, and partition
tolerance—in a distributed system. Therefore, consistency levels have to be compromised for databases
that have to be operated in a distributed system. This reality is causing the database community to
shift towards the development of new types of database systems with relaxed consistency properties,
especially “eventual consistency” [7], that are different from the traditional relational SQL databases [8].
Eventual consistency means that all of the different states of a distributed system will become consistent
after a period of time, even if they were inconsistent during network partitions.

However, NoSQL databases are not perfect, in that most of them are evolving technologies.
Moreover, they are specific to certain niches in their areas of application. For this reason, the polyglot
persistence approach [9] is applied in distributed data-intensive big data applications. Polyglot
persistence generally entails the use of different types of databases, as appropriate, in different parts
of the target system. The concept of using different languages in one application domain is called
“Polyglot programming” [10]. The same concept is applied to “Polyglot Persistence” for the use of
different types of databases in one application system, instead of forcing all data to fit into only one
database type. However, there may be differences between approaches to implementing polyglot
persistence, although the term “polyglot persistence” is used to describe different types of data storage
technology being used in an organization or an application. “Polyglot Persistence allows one database
to process one part of the application and use the same data which are used by the different database
for processing another part of the same application”.

Reference [11] suggests “Polyglot Persistence” to be the implementation of different types of data
stores in education services. However, Polyglot Persistence is just a concept. Therefore, there is more
than one way to accomplish polyglot persistence in the big data world. Using different types of data
stores in data-intensive systems is just one of these. The state-of-the-art big data architectures of today
apply polyglot persistence in their architectural concepts when building data-intensive application
systems, such as social networks, e.g., Facebook and Twitter; scientific projects, e.g., square kilometer
array telescope, which will produce 1TB raw data on a daily basis; and search engines, e.g., Google,
Yahoo, and Bing.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the concepts and inspiration
behind the emergence of NoSQL databases, and the question as to why “Polyglot Persistence” should
be applied in data-intensive systems is presented from technical and business perspectives. Section 3
describes the theories that have motivated the emergence of different data stores and their relationships
with polyglot persistence. The details of polyglot persistence approaches are discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 discusses polyglot persistence as the de facto solution concept in big data applications, and
conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. No Cure-All Database Solution Changes with Big Data World

There are many changes happening in different areas of the digital universe, which have, in turn,
provided huge volumes of data that cannot be easily handled by SQL. Drastic increases in machine
main memory, requests to handle non-OLTP ad-hoc queries, orientation towards shared-nothing
architectures, the need for systems with self-everything modes, the growing popularity of little
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non-multipurpose languages (such as Python and PHP), the emergence of new markets like stream
processing frameworks, the need for warehouse system enhancements (which could lead to a whole
other research topic), proliferation of scientific projects, and the emergence of systems that need
semi-structured data, text analysis, and unstructured data like images and video files are, just to
name a few, demonstrate that a one-size-fits-all approach does not sit well in big data [12]. DBMSs
are mainly considered based on a data model that outlines the database’s logical structure. This
process standardizes how the data elements are related to each other. There are three generations of
database technologies—navigational (hierarchical, network databases), relational (SQL databases),
and post-relational (NoSQL and NewSQL databases). Before the big data era, relational SQL was the
most dominant type. However, the database world has witnessed a shift with the emergence of the big
data era.

Changes in the overall database and data management landscape include ubiquity of structured
and unstructured data variety, extended developer demands, advancements in memory (increasing
cores and threads per chip leading more powerful and cheaper memory), network (advancements
in distributed and parallel systems), hardware such as SSD—Solid State Drives—and data-driven
architecture shifts in computing, especially with the wide adoption of cloud computing. Using shared
nothing architecture eliminates the tedious resource sharing problems of memory, processor and disk.
However, the network becomes a new bottleneck [13]. Therefore, SQL is no longer a one-size-fits-all
solution [14] today, from both a technical and business perspective. There are significant technical
changes that indicate that relational databases are not the answer to everything in today’s world.

2.1. Technical and Business Perspective: A Brief Look at SQL and NoSQL Stores in the Big Data Landscape

Data is not homogenous from the most fine-grained level to the more coarse-grained level, i.e.,
from data types (Integer, Float, Character, String) to data formats (JSON, XML, Arvo, Parquet). The
content of the data is constantly changing, in addition to being corruptible and mutable. Data is
heterogeneous by all means [15]. In the software development lifecycle, an SQL schema is difficult to
change after the design phase. There are differences between real-world entities and object relationships.
Relational databases manipulate data stored in them with ACID characteristics, which can offer absolute
data integrity.

Theoretically, SQL databases work seamlessly in standalone systems. However, when confronted
with big data systems with a distributed nature, they are unable to handle what big data have requested
due to their innate problems. The demand for more insight reveals SQL’s shortcomings, such as
sparse dimensionality, design inflexibility, limited data types support, and performance [16,17]. SQL
database incompetency can be summarized as sparse dimensionality with null value problem, design
inflexibility, limited data type support, the problem of join and aggregation operations, end-user
performance and quality decline. Moreover, business needs to blend different types of data sources
from different domains to use for a particular goal, e.g., acquiring data from some major book store
websites will help enhance the movie recommender system to consider the user’s favorite novel
adaption to the movie.

Overall, there are two business demands that SQL databases cannot handle in the digital universe.
Users now want data of different types for business—be it structured, semi-structured, unstructured,
or raw data. Many of today’s users want data directly from the source to find hidden insight—some of
them wanting the most granular level of data. Both of these requirements cannot be fulfilled by SQL
databases for two reasons. Firstly, a very large portion of the data (approximate 70% to 90%) in the
business world today is unstructured data, while SQL can only handle the structured portion of data.
Secondly, their concept is based on the clear line between OLTP and OLAP. Most data are structured
before storing them as transaction data in SQL databases. These data are retrieved, transformed, and
summarized to store in a separate data warehouse for the analytical process. However, when users
want to retrieve insight from transaction data or raw data directly, they are unable to do so because of
the rigorous design restrictions in dominant relational SQL databases.
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2.2. (Relational) SQL Databases

Relational database (SQL) concepts mostly rely on basic features of system R developed in the early
1980s—features such as disk-oriented storage and indexing structures, multithreading for log-based
recovery (e.g., recording every action in the database triggered by the transactions), lock-based
concurrency control (e.g., two-phase locking), latency hiding (e.g., make data present in the memory to
reduce access latency). The separation between data, transactions, and applications are first introduced
by the Integrated Data Store which became the background work for relational (SQL) databases. It also
introduced an idea about the elimination of redundant data and the first CRUD (Store/Create, Retrieve,
Update, Delete) statements [18]. Relational databases, which are also called SQL databases, define
and manipulate the data side by using SQL (structured query language) and became dominant in the
database world.

Relational database theory was initiated by Codd [19] based on the relation sets in the form of
tables with tuples (rows) and attributes (columns). To ensure the integrity and eliminate redundancy,
SQL databases use normalization by splitting and trimming many tables based on entities and the
relationships between them. SQL databases only ask what to fetch when a query is requested because
they already have well-defined methods on how to transfer data in a tabular format (normal forms) by
normalization rules. Many SQL vendors implement record-oriented storage systems (“row-store” or
“row-oriented” architecture), where records are contiguously placed in storage. All the attributes of a
record will be pushed to the disk in a single disk write. This write-optimization is very effective in
OLTP (Online Transaction Processing) applications.

Relational SQL database lives in a shared environment and manipulates data stored in them
based on the ACID characteristics—(Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability) [20] for
absolute data integrity. Jim Gray [21] deliberated the transformational state of transactions and
defined the atomicity, consistency, and durability for databases, i.e., “atomicity (all or nothing),
durability (effects survive failures) and consistency (a correct transformation)”. Isolation comes from
performing atomic transactions using concurrency control, such as locking—e.g., deadlock detection
for synchronization [22]. SQL databases try to maintain ACID characteristics, regardless of standalone
or distributed systems, usually imposing consistency at the end of each operation. However, due to
the changing data world, ACID characteristics need to be negotiated.

2.3. NoSQL Data Stores

SQL databases cannot fulfill all the requirements of big data in the expanding digital universe.
To solve the challenges imposed by the big data era, new types of database systems have begun
to emerge for each specialized area. Not all of them have the ability of SQL databases, such as
Just-in-time compiler, uniform query language, or ACID integrity. To differentiate them from SQL
databases, they are termed as NoSQL (initially named as “No-to-SQL—NoSQL”, later changed into
“Not only SQL”—NoSQL). Due to their non-formality with traditional database standardization, they
are sometimes termed as “data stores” instead of traditional “databases”, and are thus called “NoSQL
data stores.”

The shortcomings of SQL databases are that they are not consistent with various applications that
have emerged in this new digital era. The “one size fits all” concept with a single code line for all DBMS
service is not a good approach for diverse data stores today. NoSQL database system development is
designed to handle high rates of schemaless data capture and updates. The demise of the “one size fits
all” concept, the development of market segments incompatible with the rigid relational model, and
the need for rethinking data models and query languages for specialized engines in vertical markets
based on the overall changes in the database and data management landscape have motivated the
emergence of new database technologies [23].

NoSQL refers to a series of database management concepts that do not conform to SQL query
language (without a query optimizer). NoSQL data stores do not provide reliable data dictionaries.
They process data in a distributed manner without fixed table schemas, avoid computation intensive
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operations such as joins, store data in replication, and typically scale horizontally [24]. Most NoSQL
are open-sourced. In general, NoSQL is schemaless, avoids join operations and handles redundancy by
“embedding” and “linking”. Embedding means that subclass entities are denormalized (collapsed) into
superclass entities for the sake of efficient retrieval and consistency control. “Linking” means adding a
key to the object when referencing objects and their relationships are static (e.g., book and publisher).
In these ways, the mapping between memory structure and database structure is simplified [25].

Big Data systems are distributed in nature and cannot be handled with traditional tools and
techniques; they have to scalable and flexible. As a result, the underlying file system for databases
or data stores in the big data era must meet these requirements. Therefore, design assumptions (as
failure is inevitable in distributed systems) and parameters (I/O operation, file block sizes) are revisited.
The Google File System (GFS) [26], a scalable distributed file system with a fault-tolerant mechanism,
is the first prominent pioneer to handle such large distributed data-intensive applications. It uses
bigger file blocks in nodes and replication to handle node failure on clustered storage, with the master
for handling slave nodes. However, GFS is a prosperity file system. Hadoop [27], which uses an
elephant as its symbol, is the most widely used open source framework for big data batch processing
that makes use of HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) [28]. HDFS borrows many concepts from
Google’s GFS (Google File System). Hadoop can be considered a de facto standard for big data batch
processing systems. HDFS uses a MapReduce approach [29]—storing data as key-value pairs, mapping
keys-value pairs, shuffling, sorting, and transforming—reducing the paired keys-values to get the
desired output results. HDFS assures scalability and availability by replicating data between nodes
(one for the original copy, one for the inter-rack node, and one for the extra-rack node by default) in a
distributed system, avoiding the single node failure of SQL databases. Figure 1 provides the general
structure layer of NoSQL data stores.

Figure 1. General Layer in Not-Only Structured Query Language (NoSQL) data stores. GFS, Google
File System; HDFS. Hadoop Distributed File System.

As data are intentionally denormalized and replicated across nodes in the cluster to achieve higher
availability, NoSQL databases can only offer BASE (Basically Available, Scalable, Eventually consistent)
characteristics instead of ACID. With NoSQL databases, the scalability of databases for big data can be
significantly relaxed. Many NoSQL databases, such as BigTable and HBase, use HDFS or GFS as their
basic File System and built their conceptual models above them. Hive can work as a data warehouse
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solution for big data [30,31]. Many of the NoSQL databases today are targeted to semi-structured and
unstructured data with high data complexity, which is the weak point of RDBMS. Conceptually, there
is no data storage scale limitation for a NoSQL following the assumption that NoSQL databases must
be scalable. However, in practice, there are some limitations—for example, how many nodes they
can handle.

2.4. Types of NoSQL Data Stores

To support the demands of big data characteristics, NoSQL databases implement different
structures and different data handling techniques. There are four famous types of NoSQL databases:
Key-value stores, Columnar stores, Documentation stores, Graph stores [32], in order of ascending
complexity. Different types of NoSQL stores are described in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Types of NoSQL data stores. (a) Key-Value Store; (b) Columnar Store; (c) Document Store;
(d) Graph Store.

1. Key-Value Stores

Distinct Characteristic: Key-Value Stores are the simplest among the NoSQL data stores.
Basic Model: All data are simplified into unique keys and their values (data blobs) using a hash

table. Keys and values can be simply stored as a “String” in a list or dictionary structures—like a
dictionary with many words that have many definitions.

Query and Schema: They have no definite (standardized) query language and no predefined
schema. Some data models provide index values and handle semi-structured data like RDF (Resource
Description Framework) and XML (eXtensible Makeup Language).

Suitable Usage: Transactional data that are not well suited in RDBMS [33], such as sale
records, will work well in key-value stores. They are particularly good at working in aggregates,
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i.e., data blobs. Typical applications—dictionaries, lookup tables, query caches, e.g., Redis [34],
Dynamo [35], Voldemort [36]. Figure 2a describes a key-value store structure, which is very suitable
for transactional data.

2. Columnar Stores

Distinct Characteristic: Columnar stores are widely used to handle the read-heavy workload.
Instead of being row-based like relational SQL databases, new types of big data stores, such as
Cassandra, with column orientation and a read-heavy workload are called columnar stores [37,38].
These stores handle the “columns with null value” problem of SQL databases by giving each row to
define their own column.

Basic Model: The key structure of a typical column store consists of row_key, column family
name, column qualifier and timestamp for versioning. Sometimes, the columnar store will provide
secondary indexes. By default, the most recent value in the specified column is retrieved. The design
is dependent on access paths and multiple tables create data redundancy.

Query and Schema: They support the MapReduce programming model as the query style over
the distributed file system, such as GFS or HDFS, e.g., BigTable [39] or HBase [40]. The number of
tables in a columnar is much larger than that in RDBMS. Data Integrity and query processing have to
be processed at the coding level. Columns can be defined in an ad-hoc manner, although the column
family has to be defined in advance. The latest value is retrieved when there are more than one-row
versions. The common structure of the columnar store is described in Figure 2b. The latest row version
is illustrated in red.

Suitable Usage: Columns-based stores are used in OLAP systems, data mining, data analytics,
and web crawling. Columnar stores are oriented toward a “Read-heavy” workload, so only required
attributes will be read during a given query. All other unnecessary attributes can be avoided into
bringing them into memory, resulting in sizable performance advantages.

3. Document Stores

Distinct Characteristics: Document stores are key-documented as values with the search index.
Basic Model: Each record is considered to be a document. Everything inside a document is

searchable, although indexes are very large. Document stores are similar to versioned documents with
nested key-values. When a new document is added, everything inside a document is automatically
indexed and provide a flexible schema.

Query and Schema: Each document store has an API or query language that specifies the path or
path expression to any node or group of nodes. Document stores are typically schemaless and can
change their structure on the fly. They can handle complex documents structures and formats, such as
binary format files like the Portable Document Format (PDF), MS Word, JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) and/or Binary JSON (BSON), and/or XML, using different types of data blobs.

Suitable Usage: Typical applications are online streaming, Web pages, images, and video storage,
and natural language processing, e.g., MongoDB [41], CouchDB [42], MarkLogic [43]. Figure 2c
illustrates a document store.

4. Graph Stores

Distinct Characteristic: Graph Stores use a “node-relationship” structure mostly useful for a
graph structure, such as a social network.

Basic Model: Graph stores are composed of vertices (nodes) and edges (relationships) with
supporting properties—a key-value pair where data are stored. Graph stores are based on the concept
of Graph theory. A node can be a person, a thing, or a place. Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) is used for
Provenance, i.e., data lineage [44]. An example Graph Store is depicted in Figure 2d.

Query and Schema: Instead of join operations, databases are traversed by following the
relationships between nodes. Previously, they did not have standard query language; however,
query languages for graph databases are slowly maturing e.g., Cypher [45], SPARQL [46]. It is difficult
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to distribute the components of a graph among a network of servers as graphs become larger. Unlike
other NoSQL databases, Graph databases are not cluster-friendly.

Usage: e.g., Facebook with more than two billion users. Other than social networking, graph
stores are used in network and cloud management, security and access control management, logistics,
and the manufacturing of complex goods like airplanes and rockets. Examples of Graph stores include
Neo4j, MarkLogic, and Amazon’s Neptune [47].

3. CAP Theorem of Big Data Era—Relationship of Polyglot Persistence with CAP Theorem

In the era of relational databases, a database without an ACID guarantee is impossible to accept.
However, there is a big change in the basic assumption of the distributed system, especially in web
services systems, in the big data era. The idea of being fault-tolerant is very different from the
traditional belief of 100% fault-tolerance in the distributed system concepts. The concept now accepted
by most is that failures are inevitable. Therefore, even in the event of failure, the services should still be
operating by degrading performance elegantly [48]. This general idea of learning to embrace the failure
in data centers and distributed systems makes NoSQL databases become acceptable in the current
web service-oriented era. NoSQL databases work well with the CAP Theorem. The CAP theorem
proved that only two out of three properties can be achieved in the distributed systems, although
Network partitions are rare. Consistency in CAP is different from the “Consistency property” of ACID
characteristics in SQL. SQL’s Consistency guarantees data integrity for all database connections (e.g.,
using a two-phase commit). However, Consistency in the CAP theorem is related to how fast data
changes appear in a distributed system. The meanings of CAP characteristics are summarized in
Appendix A. When partitions are present, availability can be enhanced by permitting the soft state and
eventual consistency in the system. Regardless of the ACID of SQL or BASE, in NoSQL has to face the
challenges with big data’s volume, variety, and velocity. The CAP Theorem and its associations are
depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. CAP Theorem and its associations.

3.1. BASE Descending from the CAP Theorem

Traditional DBMS research is mostly about ACID properties. The “C” and “I” in ACID can be
exchanged for “Availability” as a fundamental tradeoff with graceful performance degradation in CAP.
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The CAP theorem is proved using two network models: asynchronous and partially synchronous.
Distributed web services need to be transactional (atomic, linear), available, and fault-tolerant. In
a semi-synchronous network, there will be inconsistency in read/write operations when message
communication is lost. However, this semi-synchronous model can limit the time, i.e., how long
inconsistency continues [49]. These read/write operations will become consistent after some time. This
conceptualizes the “eventually consistent” property of BASE. “The use of commutative operations,
which make it easy to restore consistency after a partition heals [50] the concept of “delayed exceptions”
and allows more operations to be considered commutative and simplifies eventual consistency during
a partition”.

Put simply, data will eventually become consistent, although they are currently inconsistent,
displaying stale data in some partitions. The CAP theorem introduced the BASE alternative instead of
ACID properties in a distributed system, i.e., the “Basically Available”, “Soft-State”, and “Eventual
Consistency” properties of NoSQL databases [51]. BASE differ mainly from ACID properties by
assuming that the system might be in different states. Even so, these different states will eventually be
consistent after a point in time. Eventual Consistency is enough for most applications, except those
that need high availability and low latency, i.e., applications that need fast reads and writes. The
characteristic of the BASE is summarized in Appendix B.

CAP theorem with ACID and BASE characteristics are deeply interrelated—orienting consistency
and availability respectively. Horizontal scaling of the NoSQL database system is concerned with data
partitioning tolerance known as sharding. A shard is an individual partition of data. In general, it can
be considered that most NoSQL databases can fulfill either CP or AP using different consistency levels.
SQL databases can be considered as having a CA property (without partition tolerance, as they do
not provide it inherently). The ACID property can be fully fulfilled if there is no partition in NoSQL
data stores. If partitions are present, then improving availability is possible by allowing soft state and
eventual consistency.

There are two reasons why the relationship between CAP and ACID is more complex. Firstly,
CAP and ACID contain the same constituents but have different concepts. Secondly, availability
can affect only some parts of ACID properties. In CAP, each partition can have atomic operations
when availability is oriented, as these operations simplify recovery. The “Consistency” property
in CAP and ACID is often misunderstood as the same—but they have different meanings. CAP’s
Consistency simply means “atomic consistency”, referring to single-copy consistency—a property of a
single request-response sequence that is a subset of ACID consistency. Consistency in ACID refers to
the transaction preservation of all database rules, such as preserving unique keys.

Fulfilling ACID’s C in the relational model requires a general range of mechanisms for data
and transactions, including referential integrity, data integrity, constraint integrity, and Multi-version
concurrency control (MVCC). Therefore, the ACID Consistency property cannot be fulfilled across
partitions in CAP, i.e., to maintain the data invariants. Partition recovery needs to restore ACID
consistency but restoring invariants and restricting operations during recovery is problematic.
Nonetheless, designers chose the soft state due to the expense in maintaining durability. By detecting
and correcting durable operations in partitions, durability can be reversed during partition recovery.
Overall, having ACID transactions in partitions facilitates easier recovery and provides a framework
for compensating transactions. Due to these reasons, both ACID and BASE databases are used in the
appropriate parts of data-intensive big data systems to fulfill big data characteristics.

3.2. CAP Compromises

Although original CAP theorem suggests three design options—CA, AP, and CP. Many NoSQL
data stores have opted for AP systems (that is, sacrificing Consistency at different levels in practice.
CAP partitions and latency are closely related. Time out has to be considered for partitions and
partition effects have to be mitigated into Consistency and Availability. How to balance these properties
is dependent on each application requirement. In general, every distributed big data system has
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to make a tradeoff between availability and consistency, i.e., how to trade consistency (harvest) for
availability (yield) [52], in a way, the best-effort behavior for consistency, within the latency bounds.
Consistency, Availability and Partition Tolerance properties can, in reality, be a continuum. Choices
can be made “ad hoc”, e.g., sacrificing consistency can gain faster responses in a more scalable manner.

PACELC is an extension of the CAP theorem and considers that “as soon as a storage system
replicates data, a tradeoff between consistency and latency arises. it exists even when there are no
network partitions.” [53] PACELC makes the compromise between Availability and Consistency if
there is a Partition (i.e., PAC), or Else makes the compromise between Latency and Consistency if
there is no partition (E for Else, LC). The tradeoff between Availability and Consistency has to be
considered based on CAP’s Partition (i.e., P = Partition tolerance + the existence of a network partition
itself). DBMSs differ on which properties they are oriented towards—PA or PC (availability oriented
or consistency when a partition occurs), and EL or EC (oriented lower latency or consistency in normal
operation when there is no partition).

Some of the researchers, such as Stonebreaker, do not agree with degrading consistency to be
able to work in a distributed database. They suggested that once consistency is compromised, other
characteristics of ACID have the possibility to be compromised [54]. Therefore, they suggest another
solution: NewSQL. NewSQL maintains ACID characteristics; however, these characteristics can work
in a distributed systems environment with heterogeneous types of data. C-Store [55] is a columnar store
which does not compromise the BASE. VoltDB [56] is an instance of a NewSQL database. However,
this paper will assume NewSQL as a type of NoSQL with ACID characteristic for the sake of simplicity.
Therefore, a NoSQL database may or may not have BASE characteristics. NoSQL systems exhibit
the ability to store and index arbitrarily big data sets while enabling a large number of concurrent
user requests.

Different types of databases—NoSQL, RDBMS (SQL), and NewSQL (new types of databases
without giving up ACID but not relational SQL databases)—are categorized based on their
characteristics—for instance, NoSQL—Dynamo, Cassandra, Riak as (PA\EL) systems, BigTable,
HBase as (PC\EC), MongoDB (PA\EC), VoltDB as (PC\EC), NewSQL’s H-Store, Megastore as (PC\EC)
systems. One mistaken assumption is that distributed DBMSs need to reduce consistency in the
absence of a partition. The real CAP permits complete ACID with high availability when there is no
partition. New SQL databases follow full ACID characteristics. The tradeoff between consistency and
latency occurs as soon as replication is done for high availability.

CAP is just a small inlet in the ocean of distributed system theory. CAP was initially based on a
wide area network. Because, at present, the data world is heading toward wireless sensor networks,
more unreliable (unpredictable) message losses and latencies will become commonplace. The CAP
theorem should also be considered from this new network perspective [57].

3.3. Varying Consistency Levels, NoSQL, SQL (Strong Consistency) and Polyglot Persistence

Different databases have different levels of consistency, especially those in NoSQL. Most of them
offer a form of eventual consistency [58]—either eventual consistency or strong eventual consistency [59].
Eventual consistency generally means that all data items in all replicas become consistent if there is no
new update. A data store is considered to have strong eventual consistency if two replicas of a data
item that applied the same set of updates are in the same state. ACID ensures that the transactions in
the consistent states guarantee integrity. RDBMS usually works with some form of strong consistency,
such as linearization (illusion of a single copy) or serialization (transactions work in the form of a serial
order), or both. NoSQL databases try to provide at least eventual consistency.

When observing data updates from the client side, consistency can be roughly categorized into
strong consistency and weak consistency (with an inconsistency window). Eventual consistency is a
specific type of weak consistency that can be further divided into causal consistency, read your Write,
session consistency, monotonic read consistency, and monotonic write consistency. These properties
can be combined, e.g., monotonic read with session-level consistency. A popular combination is the
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monotonic read and reads your writes found in the eventual consistency system. As the CAP theorem
implicitly suggests the relaxation of transactions, which make it possible to lower the bar from the
stringent strong consistency level, it becomes art for the NoSQL data stores to choose the appropriate
level of consistency in order to offer the best performance or meet the requirements of the target system.
The Read/Write Consistency level in Cassandra can be tuned to meet the client’s requirements.

The consistency of the future Internet [60] provides an example of NoSQL databases with varying
consistency levels. Some of the NoSQL stores offer different levels of consistency e.g., Redis offers
strong consistency for the single instance but eventual consistency in handling multiple instances.
MongoDB allows for a choice between strong consistency and eventual consistency, which can be
classified into “strong consistency, causal consistency, session consistency, and eventual consistency”.

NoSQL databases can differ (adjust) between what they want to be oriented towards. For example,
Cassandra is an AP that can, however, be tuned to CP when not in network partitioning. Neo4j provides
causal consistency and oriented availability. Neo4j uses causal consistency and oriented availability,
which resides in the CA part of the CAP theorem. However, it does not support partitioning. CAP
theorem highlights that different parts of the application need different types of data stores and the
CAP characteristics in them may have different nuances. When implementing polyglot persistence,
the consistency level offered by data stores has to be taken into consideration.

4. Depicting Polyglot Persistence

4.1. No One Cure-Them-All Database Resulting in Polyglot Persistence

The long-term goal of the database community is to be able to manage all the varieties of structured,
semi-structured, and unstructured data from repositories in enterprise and over the web, not just
managing structured data with a well-defined schema. In pre-big data times, business intelligent
systems could only rely on structured data manipulated by SQL databases for data insight. Since the
arrival of the big data era, it is possible for them to retrieve more value (insight, hindsight, foresight)
from previously untouched semi-structured and unstructured data by storing them in NoSQL databases.
NoSQL databases are a maturing technology and not a cure-all solution. They have their own flaws.

Key-Values cannot be used effectively if (1) there are many different relationships of data, (2) if
there are multikey transactions, (3) if the operations are by sets, and (4) if queries are executed on
values. Columnar is not suitable when the schema keeps on changing, and the query uses heavy
SUM and AVERAGE operations. There is no sophisticated filtering query; join operations have to be
handled by code, and no mechanism for supporting multi-record consistency. Document stores are
not suitable for applications where queries change frequently and graph stores only work well only
when the applications have complex relationships to handle. NoSQL stores are non-transactional,
thereby creating difficulties in the advent of failures and/or concurrent updates. The lack of atomicity
causes the problem in multiple rows of updates [61]. As mentioned earlier, time or place specific
applications require the use of temporal and spatial databases, which is still the Achilles’ heel for both
SQL and NoSQL.

There have been debates about which database type is better—SQL or NoSQL. There are attempts
to completely dominate the market both from current SQL vendors and new NoSQL vendors. The
main strategy is trying to extend its data models by adding more functionality to handle more types
of data. Many vendors are trying to enhance their capabilities. For example, the SQL-Server 2016
(Prominent SQL vendor) and MarkLogic (emerging NoSQL vendor) added more properties to handle
time in their databases.

Existing computational techniques can still be applied in (sometimes with extensions) in Big Data
problems such as logical data independence and a uniform and powerful SQL query language from
RDBMS. The challenge is to combine the substantial features of relational models with novel solutions
for handling big data challenges. The most NoSQL provide for now is BASE although many NoSQL
vendors are trying hard to enhance their properties to near ACID (trying to give the feeling of using
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one central store) as much as possible. There has not existed any database that could handle all types
and structures of all data, until now. All in all, there is currently no “cure-all solution” database or data
stores. Upon this reflection, approaches to polyglot persistence implementation need to be considered.
Table 1 shows the sequence of the step leading to Polyglot Persistence.

Table 1. The sequence of the Steps leading to Polyglot Persistence Review.

Source Conjecture Different file system Ô (specialized) different type of data stores, Ô polyglot
persistence [generality]

Formulation
Related theory—CAP Theorem Ô derived theorem—PACELC, different

consistency models, relationship with transactions Ô BASE or ACID of different
data stores Ô Polyglot Persistence

Methods Current Solutions for achieving Polyglot PersistenceSuggestions to improve
current solutions for Polyglot Persistence

Comparison Polyglot persistence characterization, big data architectures comparison and
possible co-operations

4.2. Evolution of Polyglot Persistence

Instead of using one type of data store and one type of consistency, Polyglot Persistence is oriented
toward flexibility and extensibility, i.e., polyglot persistence should be oriented towards the “easy to
change” aspects of data, applications, and data stores. The original meaning of polyglot persistence is
using suitable NoSQL data stores in different parts of one system. One part of the applications process
data and output the result being stored to suitable data stores. Another part of the system takes that
data to process and outputs another result to store in another type of data store. As most NoSQL stores
abandon join operations, most of these are done in aggregate execution.

NoSQL databases are based on set theory (Graph databases works with graph theory and DAG
for operations). NoSQL databases have weak consistency. Some of them give last write wins instead
of isolation. Transactions are managed by application level and are based on Complex code (not all
NoSQL databases have a defined query language). Many of them are based on a Simple MapReduce
function. They provide a flexible Schema (easy evolution), Scale-out (theoretically unlimited scalability),
Shared-nothing (parallelizable), fault-tolerant (by replication) [62]. Their conceptual model and logical
model are often combined; further, their code and physical models are combined.

As they are different in nature, their usage will become different. For example, ACID-based
relational (SQL) databases, such as PostgreSQL, are safe for bank transactions of online shopping
websites. This database is not suitable for an online shopping cart because users have a very short
attention span. However, light-weight NoSQL key-value databases, such as Redis, are suitable for a
shopping cart because they are availability-oriented. Therefore, more than one single database type
needs to be applied in just one application domain.

4.2.1. The simplest form of Polyglot Persistence

As mentioned before, currently, there is no single SQL or NoSQL database that can fulfill the
requirement of big data—volume, variety, and speed—for winning the CAP theorem, although both
SQL and NoSQL vendors are striving very hard by adding more properties to become cure-all data
stores. However, there is not one that stands out from the rest, as each has its own advantages and
disadvantages. As an alternative, the use of different database types together in one system has become
prevalent. Polyglot Persistence is simple at its core—use appropriate data stores in appropriate parts of
the system [63]. An example of a Polyglot Persistence E-commerce application [64] is shown in Figure 4.
Availability-oriented activities, such as a shopping cart, are stored in a key-value store. Financial data
that require ACID and are oriented toward strong consistency are stored in a relational data store.
However, this process is easier said than done. We will discuss how to choose appropriate data stores
in the next section.
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Figure 4. E-commerce System Example for Polyglot Persistence [40].

4.2.2. Choosing NoSQL Databases for Different Parts of the System

The popularity of new applications, like social networking, and the concept of making everything
digitalized drive the emergence of NoSQL with diverse data model categories. Therefore, determining
which database is proper (SQL’s relational or NoSQL’s data models) for a specific domain will merely
depend on the requirements of the target applications. There are multi-model databases that provide
integrated features of these NoSQL databases e.g., OrientDB, although they are not at the level that
can solve for polyglot persistence. Each SQL and NoSQL database have their own advantages and
weaknesses. NoSQL databases have some similar features, such as no requirement for fixed rows in
a table schema, having horizontal scaling, having the ability to increase performance by connecting
more nodes together to work as a single unit, elimination of join operation for better performance,
relaxing concurrency models, accepting multi versions concurrency, being schemaless by allowing
dynamically adding new fields to arbitrary data records, and utilizing shared-nothing architecture, i.e.,
many NoSQL databases, except graph store, are designed to work on a cluster of commodity servers
sharing neither RAM nor disks.

When choosing which NoSQL databases to be used for the target applications (or different parts
of one application domain), [65] one must give the criteria for considerations: Data Model, CAP
Support, Multi Data Center Support, Capacity, Performance, Query API, Reliability, Data Persistence,
Rebalancing, and Business Support. Based on these considerations, appropriate NoSQL databases for
storing datasets of the specific domain have to be chosen from technical, business, system domain, and
environmental viewpoints. NoSQL databases differ and have to be chosen for appropriate data stores
for use in the target application’s domain, e.g., graph stores for social media applications. Not only
types of NoSQL have to be chosen, but which NoSQL products in that type will be used must also be
determined, as they are best suited in different data structures (representative of the variety feature in
big data), e.g., MongoDB or MarkLogic as document stores, or HBase or Cassandra to be used in the
system as a Columnar. Maintaining all available replicas eventually produces a significant performance
overhead. They also introduced the idea of orienting AP or CP as requested by the user. Relational
databases, which use SQL as the standard query language, are based on relational theory. These
databases work with nested transactions and offer strong consistency. They have difficult evolution
because of their defined schema, scale-up (limited), shared-something (disk, memory, processor) and
clear separation between their conceptual models, logical models, and physical models (code and
query are separated).

NoSQL databases are used for different reasons [66]. To store semi-structured data that has a high
degree of variability, flexible NoSQL data models are used, e.g., key-value data stores (schemaless—to
store tuples arbitrary schemas). NoSQL databases also fill the need for a different query language or
API to access the data in a more comfortable manner, e.g., MongoDB’s API to query semi-structured
documents. To avoid a myriad of exchanges between the client and server side needed in a relational
database, a NoSQL with graph traversal model is used. For instance, Graph databases can perform
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traversals of a graph with a single invocation avoiding abundant client-server communication using
DAG. The most prominent use of NoSQL is to fill the scalability (scale in—scale-out) void of SQL
databases in distributed systems. Specific technical research areas for NoSQL include design patterns
(how to represent connections of data from the real world), two-phase commit (for atomic operations),
graph partitioning (by Data Mining and conceptual modeling), developing standard query languages,
and visualization. When implementing polyglot persistence with different stores, it is very important
to know the nature of the subsystem to decide the required consistency level, then decide the required
data stores type for that subsystem. After taking its consistency into consideration, the system can be
developed such that the application code can fill the gap to handle the inconsistency in the best way.

4.2.3. Polyglot Persistence Implementation Examples

There is no single SQL or NoSQL database that can fulfill the requirement of big data, and
there is no cure-all data multi-model data store or universal query language for all data stores. As
a result, Polyglot Persistence features, i.e., using the different types of data stores in subsystems
of a single data-intensive system, have become prevalent. Nowadays, not only big data-intensive
systems but even small- or medium-sized web applications have to use more than one type of data
store—appropriate data stores in appropriate parts of the system. Polyglot Persistence becomes
inevitable. Reference [67] is a proof-of-concept “prototype implementation” of polyglot persistence
applied to Healthcare Information Systems. polyHIS [68] is a real-world polyglot-persistent framework
that combines relational, graph, and document data models (use of different types of databases in
different parts of the healthcare information system) to accommodate the information variety nature of
the domain. A Polyglot Persistence concept can also be used to enhance the performance of the Energy
Data Management System (EDMS) [69]. The simplest implementation of Polyglot Persistence is very
domain specific, as the code is written at the application level to work for different types of databases
in different parts of one data-intensive big data system.

There are other studies on easier implementations of Polyglot Persistence. Reference [70]
demonstrates a hybrid data store architecture using a data mapper (a set of workers, a data store
wrapper object factory, data store wrapper repository, and a connection pool) for mapping application
data to its destination data store. In polyglot persistence, different types of databases have different
schema types. The schema shift from one type of database to another is handled by application source
code. However, this is very domain specific. ExSchema is a tool that read code based on the project
structure, update methods, and the declaration of local variables, and changes it to another schema [71].
This process automatically discovers the external data schemas from the source code for polyglot
persistence applications.

A major concern of polyglot persistence is how to query data across different data stores that
provide different query languages and have different data models. The CoherentPaaS project studies
the use of the federated query languages, such as CloudMdsQL [72] for querying these heterogeneous
data stores. CloudMdsQL, a functional SQL-like language, can query both SQL and NoSQL databases
with a single query. An example implementation is demonstrated with graph, document, and RDBMS.
The query is translated into the native queries of targeted data stores and optimized. These databases
are still in initial prototype stages in the PaaS cloud structure and have not covered every NoSQL
type yet. However, the idea to develop a universal query language as “the golden rule” for both SQL
and NoSQL may be the solution to polyglot persistence. Polyglot Persistence is one of the de facto
solutions in the current digital era for manipulating a wide range of databases to handle different
types of data. CoherentPaaS provides “scalable holistic transactions” across SQL and NoSQL data
stores, such as document stores, key-value stores, and graph stores. The CoherentPaaS project is
intended for the development of a single query language and a uniform programming model. It tries
to provide ACID-based global transactional semantics for the assistant of Polyglot Persistence. [73]
introduces the concept for a Polyglot Persistence Mediator (PPM) as a new kind of middleware
service layer, which allows for runtime decisions on routing data to different backends, according to
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schema-based annotations for efficient use. Automated polyglot persistence is illustrated using online
newspaper publishing as an example, based on service level agreements defined over the functional
and non-functional requirements of database systems.

4.3. Approaches to Achieve Polyglot Persistence

Reference [74] gives the three different types of polyglot persistence approaches found in
research and industry: the application-coordinated polyglot persistence pattern, polyglot persistence
microservices, where storage decisions are made from loosely coupled services, and polyglot database
services, which forward requests based on distribution rules. However, the authors summarize the
current approaches to achieve polyglot persistence into three general ways, based on solution in which
they are oriented: (1) domain (similar with application), (2) query language, and (3) other solutions,
such as framework, middleware, or developing multi-model data stores.

4.3.1. Domain-Oriented Solutions

In domain attribute-based solutions, the most important domain attributes (features) can be
retrieved from the most important functions of the system with the help of domain experts or using
feature selection methods. The nature of this sub-system or function is to decide which is the best-suited
data store for them. This domain-oriented approach will first decide the features, then decide the
types of data stores suitable for them based on the functions of the subsystems, and then use them
as appropriate. This is currently the most used polyglot persistence implementation style. In legacy
systems, domain code can be read to decide which type of data stores are suitable when reengineering
the system.

4.3.2. Query Language-Based Solutions

There are suggestions that a declarative query language for NoSQL data stores should be developed
to solve these problems once and for all [75]; however, there is not enough research in that direction.
There are two possible ways to approach polyglot persistence from query language. One of the ideas
is to develop a universal query language and another is to develop a query converter to transform
queries from one database model to another. If there were a universal query language for all data
stores, the polyglot persistence model would have been solved. However, such a solution has not
existed yet, despite the attempt to do so. Reference [76] suggests the establishment of a declarative
query language for NoSQL databases. It further divided databases into analytical and operational,
with NoSQL and NewSQL. As mentioned in Section 4.2, there are solutions, which perform like some
query language converters, that convert from one query language to another; however, these solutions
are still in the embryo stage and mostly convert from one or two query languages to another.

4.3.3. Other Solutions: General Framework/Middle Ware/Multi-Models

The Apache Drill [77] can be considered a general framework for handling polyglot persistence.
Apache Drill is not considered a database but rather a query layer that works with several underlying
data sources. Apache Drill transforms a query into human-readable syntaxes, such as standardized
SQL, or non-standardized MongoQL, into a logical plan using a query parser. It is transformed into a
physical plan for execution based on data sources and dataflow DAG.

The Polyglot Persistence Mediator (PPM) described above makes runtime decisions on routing
data at different backends using schema-based annotations. The unified REST interface, which takes
into account the different data models, schemas, consistency concepts, transactions, access-control
mechanisms, and query languages to expose cloud data stores through a common interface without
restricting their functionality, is also suggested [78].

Reference [79] gives suggestions to build a unified system to query, index and update multi-model
data in a unified fashion. It suggests the systems should have model-agnostic storage, multi-model
query processing, and model-agnostic transactions with the in-memory data structure. It also points out
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the main challenges for building a multi-model system: diversity (query optimization and transaction
model mainly work on a single model), extensibility (to identify the boundary of data—several
types of data, i.e., relation, JSON, XML and graphs, data based on time time-series, streaming) and
flexibility (a schema should be automatically discovered, schema-less for storage, and schema-rich
for queries). Overall, there are many open research areas to develop possible ways for polyglot
persistence implementation.

4.4. Polyglot Persistence in Big Data Architectures

Data in the use cases were typically collected into databases or log files. Relational databases
were applied for storage of important user-related data (Facebook’s MySQL, LinkedIn’s Oracle).
NoSQL databases or in-memory stores were used for intermediate or final storage of data analysis
results (LinkedIn’s Voldemort, Netflix’s Cassandra, and EV-cache). Special log facilities were used
for the storage of stream-based data (Facebook’s Scribe, LinkedIn’s Kafka, Netflix’s Chukwa, and the
Packet capture driver in the Network measurement case). Structured data was typically saved into a
distributed file system (e.g., Hadoop HDFS) [80].

Big Data architecture suggestions for data-intensive applications all utilize polyglot persistence.
Renowned big data architectures to conquer (or to alleviate) the CAP theorem—both Lambda
Architecture [81] and Kappa Architecture [82]—accept polyglot persistence. For handling data, the
original example implementations use different kinds of databases in their systems, e.g., Twitter
(Lambda) and LinkedIn (Kappa). They not only accept polyglot persistence, they even try to leverage
data from transitional data stores and analytical data warehouses.

Lambda separates batch layers for historical data—using the batch processing frameworks, such
as Hadoop, and real-time layers for real-time data—using streaming frameworks such as Storm. The
data stores at the batch layer could be anything appropriate for the systems. The serving layer ensures
that data in the batch layer are historical data. Kappa architecture does not separate layers for handling
batch and real-time. This architecture uses the window to decide the time frame of old or new data,
storing data in one layer, such as using Kafka based on ordered logs. The processing is done on all the
stored data (first job). If there is new code, the processing is done from the start of the retained data
(second job), and the first job is deleted (the data is processed by them) when the second job is caught
up. All transactions stored in data stores will only have CR—create, replicate operations—instead of
very basic CRUD—Create, Replicate, Update, Delete—operations. A significant deviation from classic
CRUD is that there are no update operations. Only new data records will be added to the datasets,
which signals that new updates have been made in the record. Delete operations will be handled when
databases (or warehouses) are purged (e.g., garbage collection).

Both architectures use different kinds of databases in different layers, e.g., Lambda. However,
it has not been researched yet as to which architectures are more suited for which types of systems,
which kinds of database combinations are more suited for which specific applications, and how
polyglot persistence can be done with them. Their advantages and disadvantages are still left as open
research areas for academics and professionals. These architectures accept data immunity concepts
and agree that code changes are inevitable. They seek to retrieve the ultimate query operations as
query = function (all data) and make a separation between data, data stores, and processing. As
the focus of the discussion—both of these innovative architectures implicitly apply the polyglot
persistence successfully—especially making the work done by application code: “In the foreseeable
future, relational databases will continue to be used alongside a broad variety of nonrelational data
stores—an idea that is sometimes called polyglot persistence” [83].

However, applying polyglot persistence in data-intensive (big data) system architecture is not
without difficulty. Carrying data from these different types of database sources is already a very
obvious challenge. For example [84], Kappa architecture uses logs for integrating data from different
databases and systems. Building data pipelines for dealing with different types of data stores for
data ingestion needs extra attention, as these pipelines can easily result in complicated structures and
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make maintenance difficult. Therefore, Kappa architecture relies on a unified log (a general pipeline)
that will consume data from every data store for scraping data. The current business area that is
applying Kappa architecture, such as the Telco industry, takes into consideration the building of these
data pipelines before implementing their prized advanced analytics algorithms [85]. Reference [86]
provides an approach and an algorithm for schema and data transformation to support dynamic data
storage and polyglot persistence: “The approach uses an intermediate canonical model to ensure the
flexibility and extensibility of the implementation. The transformation algorithm is implemented as a
Lambda architecture with a batch and speed layer to support live applications without downtime and
the need for code changes”.

5. Discussion

Polyglot Persistence is applied in Lambda and Kappa architectures implicitly, as these architectures
extract and process data from different types of databases appropriate for different parts of the system
without adding further complexity. Reference [87] suggested a new term called “polyglot processing”,
as the attention is shifted onto how data is manipulated and queried as polyglot persistence has been
an accepted concept. It also pointed out that “Polyglot Persistence” in reality is an idea that is yet to
mature. Using different types of databases in different parts of the system illustrates the need to handle
data integration and mitigation and the need to separately perform data maintenance for each type of
database. Data integration require different databases to communicate with each other. Access control
and authentication of the NoSQL data stores are also yet to be improved. Every software engineer has
been encountering data integration and mitigation problems since SQL. NoSQL databases have more
challenges than SQL databases as NoSQL databases have to make critical choices for implementation
even within the same NoSQL family (e.g., should one implement Cassandra or HBase columnar for this
system?), thereby maturing the query languages of NoSQL due to the lack of a globally reliable query
language. Data integration for different data sets and data mitigation from one system to another (e.g.,
Hive for mitigating from SQL to NoSQL) need to be specially handled. Because neither a unified query
language nor a multi-model has yet been developed, the widely used polyglot persistence method
of domain code-based solutions, i.e., dividing different parts of data stores for different parts of the
system, has to be used.

Currently, polyglot persistence has been implemented based on the domain system, i.e., the
domain system is divided into different parts, each part using appropriate data stores. These domain
code-based solutions for implementing polyglot persistence can be improved as follows. After deciding
or retrieving the most important features from the target domain, develop a system structure style that
can easily change from one database data store to another and track the possible feature evolution over
time. When dividing the different parts of the system, consider their requirements for CAP in each
subsystem and decide the best database for that part (decide the type of the data store to use in that
subsystem, e.g., a key-value for sale transaction records, a user profile for document store type, RBDMS
for financial). Then, consider which database solution to use (or database configuration if the database
solution is already decided). This choice should be based on the main function of CAP characteristics
and the required consistency in transactions (e.g., Voldemort for key-value sale transactions for easier
market basket analysis, MongoDB for user profiles, and PostgreSQL with ACID compliance for
some kind of strong consistency models for instance serializable). Reference [57] suggests different
ways for the system to be segmented into components that provide different types of guarantees to
circumvent the CAP dilemma. Consistency is a safety property and Availability is a liveness property.
Systems can be partitioned into different dimensions. Data partitioning can be different for different
types of data: shopping cart for Availability, billing for strong consistency, operational partitioning
(availability for read-only operations), functional partitioning (services can be divided into subservices
with their own requirements), user partitioning (social network applications try to partition users
to gain high availability between friend groups), and hierarchical partitioning (different levels of
performance—better availability for top-level—root, better consistency for lower level—leaves). Finally,
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the domain application code should assist the required transactional consistency. However, it may
lead to simpler or more complicated manipulation of domain code. In legacy applications, it is also
possible to decide what type of data stores is most suitable by reading the domain code. The code
would be interpreted to figure out which type of data stores it used based on the domain features, code
structure, and functions.

Polyglot persistence, which implements different suitable databases in different parts of a system
because of data variety and complexity, is becoming prominent. For now, Polyglot Persistence can
be considered a de facto for Big Data systems with acceptance in Lambda and Kappa architectures.
These Big Data architectures not only accept polyglot persistence, but they also try to leverage the
transactional data stores and analytical data warehouses to extract surplus value. This encourages
possible database repository change such as data lake [88], architecture changes such as lambda and
kappa, and the acceptance of different types of databases, i.e., “polyglot persistence” in the big data
era. However, the future of Polyglot persistence still has many challenges. Disadvantages of the
Polyglot Persistence approach are described in [89]. There is no unified (standardized) query or query
language, and no consistency guarantee, i.e., cross-database consistency is particularly difficult because
of referential integrity. Interoperability is difficult because of new versions of different databases,
and they also have a different integration layer. Logical redundancy is difficult to avoid. Logical
redundancy increases administrative overhead and has a more complex configuration, e.g., a security
configuration. This process recommends a polyglot persistence approach “only if several diverse data
models have to be supported and the maintenance overhead can be managed”.

Getting information from heterogeneous sources with multiple formats is polyglot persistence
and integrating mitigation between different types of SQL and NoSQL, and the development of a
universal query language for all types of databases is an open research area for polyglot persistence.
Figure 5 illustrated the possible ways to implement polyglot persistence. Currently, the possible ways
to achieve polyglot persistence can be summarized as using application code to handle different types
of databases in data-intensive systems, e.g., by using application code or with lambda and kappa
architecture, developing unified query language as a golden rule for new emerging NoSQL database
types, e.g., CloudMdsQL, from CoherentPaaS, and developing frameworks for query translation: to
translate from one type of NoSQL query language to another, e.g., Polyglot Persistence Mediator (PPM)
or developing multi-model solutions or general frameworks, such as Apache Drill, or middleware, such
as PPM. However, most of these approaches are still in their infancy and left as open research areas.

Figure 5. Approaches to implementing Polyglot Persistence.
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6. Conclusions

When looking at the overall big data landscape from a bird’s eyes view, it can be stated that: 1.
Concepts are changing and evolving over time; 2. technologies are constantly evolving, and their
basic concepts can be changed from time to time, and 3. synergy effects between the academic and
business worlds are more obvious. Theorems behind big data are evolving constantly. There are now
revolutionary ideas, such as assuming failures are inevitable in distributed systems and developing
mechanisms for handling these failures. CAP conjecture and its theorem have been proven to drive the
emergence of distributed NoSQL databases; with this extension, empowering the concepts behind
these distributed databases becomes more wide-ranging and complete.

NoSQL data stores are continuously evolving and enhancing their capabilities, just as SQL does
in big data landscape, for handling heterogeneous, varied, and complex data. The development
behind big data technologies has more obvious synergy effects both from academic and business
fields. Access control and authentication of the NoSQL data stores are also yet to be improved. Every
software engineer has been encountering data integration and mitigation problems since SQL. NoSQL
databases have more challenges than SQL databases as NoSQL databases have to make critical choices
for implementation even within the same NoSQL family (e.g., should one implement Cassandra or
HBase columnar for this system?), thereby maturing the query languages of NoSQL due to the lack of
a globally reliable query language. Data integration for different data sets and data mitigation from
one system to another (e.g., the hive for mitigating from SQL to NoSQL) need to be specially handled.

The CAP concept allows the new types of distributed databases to decide which one can handle
scalability reliably. However, NoSQL is not the answer to all requirements of the distributed system,
either. NoSQL handles scalability but cannot guarantee the security, reliability, and integrity like SQL
databases. Although database vendors from both the SQL and NoSQL sides are trying hard to one
day become a cure-all solution, implicitly or explicitly, neither SQL nor NoSQL is currently the perfect
solutions. No cure-all databases have yet appeared. CAP theorems drive the emergence of NoSQL
databases. In addition, data variety encourages the use of different types of databases in different parts
of the application domain, e.g., Polyglot Persistence in the big data era. Concepts and mechanisms
accepted today in big data may be left behind and replaced, adapted, or combined with new ones.
Therefore, embracing and adapting theories and technology changes is the correct mindset for big data
in this digital universe.
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Appendix A. CAP Characteristics

• Consistency: All clients will access the same (consistent) data at the same time. The same view of
the data is provided to users by propagating the most recent updated version of data to all nodes,
even if data are on replicated partitions of the database. If data are inconsistent in all nodes, the
user has to wait until the latest version is available (maintain consistency of data).

• Availability: Non-filing nodes in the system will always give a response to a request. Every
client can always read and write to the databases, even when there is a failure in communication
(partitions are present) within replicated parts of the database. Availability is also the reason
the data may or may not be consistent in all partitions resulting in different versions of data in
different physical servers.

• Partition tolerance: Exception of total network failure, non-failing nodes in the working network
partition must provide valid (atomic) responses. Segments of systems (non-failing nodes) work
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well and give responses (whether consistency oriented or availability oriented) even in the presence
of temporary communication failure across the physical network.

Appendix B. BASE Characteristics

• Basically Available: Data from a database (responses to a request) will always be available to a
user when they are needed by replicating multiples copies of data blocks. The hindrances in ACID,
such as deadlock, will be avoided. However, the received data may or may not be consistent in all
nodes and may show multiple versions of data to different users who request the same data.

• Soft State: The system state might be changing to get an eventual state per operation even where
there is no input to the database system. This “continue changing states” nature makes the system
always remain in a soft state. Consistency responsibility is delegated to the application level.

• Eventual Consistency: The system will not guarantee the consistency of all data after each
operation. Data in different nodes may not be consistent at all time. Instead, the received changes
for data will eventually be propagated to all nodes in the system, after a point of time.
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